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Melksham Station Set for Transformation 
Melksham Station is set to be transformed thanks to a new deal secured by TransWilts, the accredited Wiltshire 
Community Rail organisation dedicated to improving rail travel and community connectivity in and around 
Wiltshire.  

The TransWilts organisation is already working with train operating company GWR, to improve the frequency and 
destination choice of services from Melksham station. Now TransWilts has secured a major three-year support package 
from Knorr-Bremse Rail Systems UK, based in Melksham, which will help realise its ambitious improvement plans for the 
local station. 

Master Plan 

Working with GWR and Wiltshire Council, TransWilts has developed an ambitious and detailed Master Plan for the 
Melksham station site. Phase 1 of the Plan has received planning permission and includes new platform signage, 
destination indicators, increased parking, electric vehicle charging, cycle storage and even a community café! Phase 2 
would see further improvements in the layout at the station including northern pedestrian access. 

The driving force behind the initiative and TransWilts Chair, Paul Johnson, commenting on the new Knorr-Bremse support 
package said, "I’m delighted to have secured this three-year stakeholder partnership with Knorr-Bremse Rail Systems UK. 
TransWilts and GWR can now work together with a major local employer to transform the Melksham Station facilities. The 
Knorr-Bremse involvement is a great example of a company taking an innovative approach in support of its local 
community. The funding from Knorr-Bremse will underpin the substantial commitment TransWilts is undertaking to deliver 
to the people of Melksham, and visitors to the growing town, a station they can really enjoy using.” 

The Managing Director of Knorr-Bremse Rail Systems UK, Paul Goodhand added, “We are proud to be associated with 
this local initiative and we believe it adds real value to the community and offers genuine potential for future growth.”  
 
ENDS 
 
Knorr-Bremse Rail Systems UK is a member of the global Knorr-Bremse Group. Operating from four facilities around 
the UK, Melksham (HQ) and Corsham in Wiltshire and Burton-upon-Trent and Manchester, Knorr-Bremse designs, 
engineers, manufactures and overhauls advanced rail vehicle systems in the UK. The extensive Knorr-Bremse Rail 
Division’s connected systems portfolio is available to customers located throughout the UK and Ireland from Knorr-Bremse 
Rail UK and support for all these systems is also available through its specialist RailServices organisation. 
 
For further information on this story or Knorr-Bremse please visit knorr-bremse.co.uk  
or  
e-mail Nick Brailey on: nick.brailey@knorr-bremse.com 
 
TransWilts Community Interest Company (CIC) exists to promote and sustain rail travel in Wiltshire. Working with train 
operators, Network Rail, local authorities and other interested parties, TransWilts encourages the development of new rail 
services where a business case can be demonstrated and works to develop improved connectivity between services at 
major junctions within Wiltshire such as those at Swindon and Westbury. 
 
For further information on this story or TransWilts please visit: transwilts.org 
or 
e-mail Bob Morrison on: friends@transwilts.org 
 
Caption for the image: 
Melksham Station is set to be transformed by TransWilts with the support of Knorr-Bremse Rail Systems UK whose UK HQ is based in 
the town.  
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